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Teaser Image

* Strong scaling and overhead of profiling with TAU for 30 timesteps of the Klein-Gordon equation
at spatial resolution of 5123 and 40963 grid points on Mira (M), Shaheen (S), and Shaheen II (S II).
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Introduction

§

Aim is to see if profiling can help provide an explanation for the
differences in scaling behavior of FFTE as compared to
2decomp&FFT.

§

The tools, IPM, Scalasca, CryaPat, mpiP, FPMPI and TAU are
compared when profiling a Fast Fourier Transform solver for the
nonlinear Klein Gordon equation.
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Introduction

§

The main findings are:
§

Some of these tools can be challenging to setup if not already
setup for the user

§

For the number of cores considered here, these tools can be used
in a production setting to low overhead profiling

§

Vendor provided tools can allow for well integrated hardware
performance monitoring that may not be otherwise easily exposed
or integrated in the portable open source tools
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Test Program
§

Previous work** has compared the performance of a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) based solver for the three dimensional KleinGordon equation using 2dcomp&FFT.

§

That study primarily focused on measuring time to solution and
strong scaling results.

**

S. Aseeri, O. Batrasev, M. Icardi, B. Leu, A. Liu, N. Li, B. K. Muite, E. Müller, B. Palen, M. Quell, H. Servat, P. Sheth, R. Speck, M. Van Moer, and J. Vienne. 2015.

Solving the Klein-Gordon Equation Using Fourier Spectral Methods: A Benchmark Test for Computer Performance. In Proceedings of the Symposium on High
Performance Computing (Alexandria, Virginia) (HPC ’15). Society for Computer Simulation International, San Diego, CA, USA, 182–191.
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2872599.2872622
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Test Program

§

The study also produced a simple performance model. More
detailed performance models can be validated using
performance measurements.

§

In this study the numerical solution of Klein-Gordon equation is
again used as an example mini-application for which
performance profiling tools can also be compared.
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Test Program

§

In addition, a solver using the FFT library FFTE is included in the
comparison.

§

Earlier measurements shown in Teaser Image* showed that
TAU, a performance profiling tool can be configured to have low
overhead even when profiling at large core counts.

§

One of the aims of this work is to quantify the level of overhead
and compare TAU to other profiling tools.
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Profiling Tools, FFT Library and Test
Platforms
§

The Profiling Tools:
§

IPM

§

Cryapat

§

FPMPI

§

mpiP

§

Sclalsca

§

TAU
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Profiling Tools, FFT Library and Test
Platforms
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Profiling Tools, FFT Library and Test
Platforms

§

The Parallel FFT Libraries
§

2decomp&FFT

§

FFTE
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Profiling Tools, FFT Library and Test
Platforms

§

The Platforms
§

Shaheen

§

Mira

§

Shaheen II
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Profiling Overhead Measurements

§

The supplementary materials at
https://zenodo.org/record/4032591 includes procedures for
installing IPM, TAU, mpiP, FPMPI and Sclalasca on Shaheen II,
some profiler outputs and code for reproducing the results.

§

In the appendix, there are typical profiler outputs from TAU,
Scalasca, Craypat, mpiP and FPMPI for both FFTE and
2decomp&FFT.
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Profiling Overhead Measurements

z

(a) Calculated overhead of profiling with TAU for
30 timesteps of the Klein-Gordon equation on
Mira (M) and Shaheen (S) for 4096^3 and 512^3
grids respectively.

Discussion

(b) Calculated overhead of profiling with Klein Gordon solver
for 30 timesteps on Shaheen II. The first character in the
legend indicates the profiling tool, C: Craypat-lite, F: FPMPI,
m: mpiP and T: TAU. The second character in the legend
indicates the FFT library, F: FFTE and 2: 2decomp&FFT
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Discussion
§

Craypat-lite and FPMPI automatically provide short summary
text files with aggregate information at the end of each profiling
experiment.

§

mpiP also provides a summary text file, however this contains
node level information, which while useful for understanding
performance imbalance, can become quite lengthy when using
thousands of cores.

§

Sclalsca, TUA and Craypat-lite also produce comprehensive
measurement files that can be postprocessed to obtain further
information.
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Discussion
§

For the current experiments, the summary file provided by FPMPI
was the simplest to use as it give the number of MPI_ALLTOALL
calls which are most useful when understanding the performance of
communication in the parallel FFT, which dominates the wall clock
time.

§

TAU, Scalasca and Craypat-lite also provide useful information on
MPI_ALLTOALL to allow one to determine the reasons for the
performance differences between the solver using FFTE and the
solver using 2decomp&FFT.

§

The summary information from mpiP is less useful for this as it is
aggregated by MPI rank, rather than by MPI call.
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Summary
§

Craypat-lite, Sclasca, mpiP, FPMPI and TAU offer reasonable
summarized default lightweight profiling options for parallel
programs which can be obtained by compiling the programs with
appropriate wrappers.

§

Reports produced using Craypat-lite have the most comprehensive
information, though it is also possible to obtain more
comprehensive information from TAU and Scalasca by changing
the runtime configuration.

§

On the core counts used here, all these programs have low enough
overhead to be used in a production setting, allowing for monitoring
of program performance.
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Summary
§

In parallel programs, a call graph of function information or
timing of MPI routines is provided by most of the tools. Learning
to use these is a transferable skill.

§

The vendor provided performance tools may be more
comprehensive and are automatically configured for the user,
but since users typically use more than one kind of computer,
the open source tools are preferable for initial training.

§

For the beginning user, it is helpful to pre-install a lightweight low
overhead configuration of a productivity tool for production
setting use.
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Fugaku Supercomputer

§

In order to apply this same study on Fugaku supercomputer we installed TAU
and Extrae and examined execution with the GNU and FUJITSU compilers.

§

Also, examined MPICH-Tofu with GNU.

§

We compare execution times for 30 time steps of FFT based Klein Gordon
equations for a 768^3 problem size using 2decomp&FFT with FFTW and FFTE
libraries. Instrumentation has been done with the TAU only on Fugaku.

§

We compared the performance off FFTE with FFTE Spiral and FFTE Spiral with
SVE .

§

With using resource group “small-torus” to run jobs without other job’s effect.
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Initial Results

z

Initial Results

z

Initial Results
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Conclusion
§

We use version tau-2.31 and the version tau-2.27 used in the previous
study needed instrumentation during compilation unlike latest version that
require instrumentation only during execution time.

§

We observed that the TAU overhead is acceptable in most cases and
doesn’t perturb the application much.

§

It seems that default routing is similar to what happens on Dragonfly,
though once on small torus performance improves. There still
seem to be some cases where overhead is less than the noise, though this
could be placement effects as well.

§

Maybe instrumented and un-instrumented applications should be run one
after another in the same job script to compare performance on the same
nodes?
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Upcoming work
§

Further work involves profiling other parallel FFT libraries, such
as heFFTe, AccFFT, nb3dfft, FluidFFT, P3DFFT, PFFT, fftmpi,
SWFFT.

§

Additional profilig and tracing tools such as Extrae, PapiEx, Intel
Vtune and OpenSpeedshop will be included in a more detailed
comparison.

§

Finally, there are other numerical methods that can be used to
solve the Klein Gordon equation, it would be interesting to used
these other methods to aid in performance prediction and
optimal matching of algorithm to hardware architecture.
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